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ROYAL NAVY SHIPS’ BOTTOMS AND BOOT-TOPPING 1914-1950 

BACKGROUND 

My core interest in Royal Navy paints has been those used above the waterline during 

World War 2. However in order to try to unravel that story I have ended up progressively 

working back ever further, back to the 1901 record of the first thorough official 

consideration of using grey paints, and also forward a little to the years immediately after 

World War 2. During my visits to the various archives I happened to make copies of some of 

the documents and Fleet Orders concerning the goings-on below the waterline that I came 

across. I was not systematically seeking them out and had never really looked at them until 

prompted to do so recently by a discovery by Frank Allen of the hmshood.com site 

indicating a grey-coloured anti-fouling paint was used on HMS Hood. 

I set out here a summary of what these documents and Fleet Orders say. Despite the kind 

help of Michael Brown in filling in a few of the gaps, I am aware of a number of particular 

Fleet Orders on this matter that I do not have copies of and there are probably others that I 

am unaware of the existence of (known unknowns and unknown unknowns!). There are also 

particular pages of the World War 1-era Rate Books which frustratingly I did not happen to 

make copies of and they might well fill out the early picture.  Please therefore regard this 

paper as provisional. Once it is possible to safely visit the archives again I will try to fill in the 

gaps and in due course update what I have written accordingly.    

INTRODUCTION 

A significant factor in the operational efficiency of a warship was the condition of its 

underwater hull. The twin problems were corrosion and fouling of ships’ outer bottoms. 

Corrosion and fouling were addressed by means of two types paint: anti-corrosion or 

‘protective’ paint, applied first and consisting of two coats, followed by one coat of anti-

fouling paint as the outer coating. At the waterline junction between a ship’s bottom paint 

on the lower hull and the paints of the upper hull a composition known as boot-topping was 

often applied in a horizontal band right around the hull.    

SHIPS’ BOTTOMS  

Anti-corrosion paint 

It has been said that a ship can be regarded as a very corrodible body partly immersed in a 

very corrosive substance. The Naval Constructor’s department worked on the basis that if a 

ship was under way at 20 knots for six months in each year, an unprotected outer bottom of 

10 lb (¼ inch) shell plating, a thickness typically used on Royal Navy destroyers, would 

require renewal after 12 months and if not renewed would be holed in two years.  Local 

pitting in areas of high turbulence would cause even faster breakdown. 

Paints could control the corrosion of steel in water in two ways: by forming a physical 

barrier between the corrosive salts and the steel surface and by incorporating inhibitive 

pigments which stifle the corrosion reactions at the metal surface.  
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Before and during World War 2 the Royal Navy used proprietary brands of protective paint 

for this purpose. Generally these were simple paints based mainly on natural resins and 

linseed oil pigmented with varying proportions of material such as whiting, zinc oxide and 

red oxide of iron. They were fairly cheap and gave indifferent results.  The contemporary 

Rate Books listed the authorised suppliers of Admiralty Grade protective paints and two 

coatings were specified. Some suppliers produced specific first and second coatings (see the 

Rate Book list at the appendix below) and sometimes these were different colours. Where 

featured, these different colours acted as a useful tell-tale to ensure a full coverage of each 

successive layer, to avoid ‘holidays’ in the parlance of the time; they may also have helped 

to monitor the degree of decay of the protective layers at any subsequent dry-docking 

inspection.  

Wartime collaborative research between industry and the Admiralty resulted in a synthetic 

resin protective paint which had superior qualities. This was initially manufactured in a new 

plant installed at Portsmouth Dockyard in 1945, for trials, under the name POMAR. It was 

later produced by industry as ADMAR. This became the approved protective coating for 

Royal Navy ships’ bottoms c1948. 

Anti-fouling paint 

Fouling of ships’ bottoms caused loss of speed or resulted in increased fuel use, and so 

reduced endurance, to maintain speed. Scientists calculated that growth could reduce a 

ship’s speed by as much as 35%. Fouling also contributed to hull corrosion by accelerating 

the breakdown of the protective coatings. Species varied in their destructive power, the 

barnacle being regarded as the most serious as it had the ability to cut through soft coatings 

as its shell grew. Intermittent fouling could directly affect corrosion by setting up local 

variations in oxygen levels that produced acidic conditions that assisted pitting. Fouling 

could block seawater inlets and fire mains; and it could impair the performance of detection 

equipment by fouling the transmitting and receiving surfaces and by causing background 

cavitation noise. 

The anti-fouling problem was more complex than the anti-corrosion problem. Throughout 

the ages a wide variety of materials had been tried to combat fouling. In the days of wooden 

sailing ships copper bottoms were found to be most effective. With the advent of metal 

ships increasing numbers of paints were tried and by 1835 it was realised that copper 

sheathing would have to be abandoned for iron and steel ships. Until the end of World War 

2 the Royal Navy relied on proprietary brands of anti-fouling paint. 

An anti-fouling paint was in many ways similar to a normal paint in that it consisted of 

pigment, medium, thinners and driers. Where it was different was that the pigment was 

mainly a substance toxic to marine growth and the medium had to be such that it allowed 

the pigment to escape from the paint film and repel the marine organisms. In addition to 

maintaining its anti-fouling properties over a long period, the paint had to be resistant to 

mechanical damage, erosive effects of water movement, or softening or solution of 

components of the paint. It had to adhere well to the underlying anti-corrosion paint and 

not react with it chemically to the detriment of the system.  It had to be capable of being 
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applied by brush or spray in any part of the world and needed to dry quickly to keep docking 

periods short. It had to have a smooth finish to reduce friction. It was found that some of 

the better proprietary paints fulfilled most of these requirements but usually had a limited 

anti-fouling life, with 6 months free from fouling being regarded as outstanding 

performance. Most of these paints used copper, mercury and arsenic compounds as their 

poisons. The most effective ones used copper and mercury which were lethal to the fouling 

organisms. 

Various theories were advanced to explain the differing performance of the various brands. 

Some advocates would highlight a particularly smooth finish, others were sure that light 

colours were better than dark at discouraging marine growth. However the Admiralty 

scientists found that the proprietary anti-fouling paints performed in two ways when 

immersed in seawater. In the first the paint surface disintegrated and released the toxic 

particles into the surrounding water. But the paints which performed in this way tended to 

have a limited life as the rate of loss of their toxin was uncontrolled and wasteful. The better 

commercial paints performed the second way in which both the toxins and the medium in 

which they were contained dissolved at a steady and equal rate. During 1944 experiments 

were conducted which determined the rate at which the toxin needed to leach out in this 

way to be effective. If using cuprous oxide this was 10 mg/cm²/day. Below that and the 

paint would begin to foul. If using the more powerful poison mercury the necessary rate was 

2mg/cm²/day. The paint was effective until the whole paint film had dissolved away. The 

thicker the paint the longer the effective life of the coating. 

Shortly after World War 2 an improved “cold plastic” anti-fouling coating manufactured in 

the new plant installed at Portsmouth Dockyard was introduced. It was called Pocoptic and 

in early 1949 this was described by the Naval Constructor’s Department as “being used 

quite extensively in the service”.  It was based on the USN Cold Plastic Formulation Mare 

Island 143 E. “Po” stood for Portsmouth, “co” stood for cold and “ptic “for plastic. The toxic 

content consisted of cuprous oxide which was held in a matrix of suitable rosins and 

plasticiser.  The poison was released by the progressive dissolution of the whole. Described 

as being a much thicker coating than proprietary paints (5-10 times the thickness) up to 15 

months freedom from fouling was achieved. This extra thickness caused problems to the 

transmission strength of underwater detection equipment and the Royal Navy reverted to 

just a primer and a single coat of traditional anti-fouling paint for the surfaces of such 

equipment.    

Chronological summary of Fleet Orders relating to ships’ bottom compositions.  

World War 1: 

In August 1916 the use of grey bottom compositions was ordered “where composition of 

this colour is supplied by the Makers”. (I have not yet found a subsequent order containing a  

footnote cancelling this instruction as was the normal practice in Fleet Orders when a later 

order on the same subject was intended to supersede or discontinue an earlier order.) 
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Interwar: 

A July 1925 order specified that a second coat of anti-fouling was not to be applied on the 

bottoms of H.M. Ships unless there were any special reasons for doing so and if so the 

reasons were to stated on the report of docking (Form D. 495). 

In September 1936 improved Admiralty quality ships’ bottom compositions by the Red Hand 

company were introduced and these were to be in red in place of the previous grey. 

Curiously this change to red is not reflected in the subsequent Rate Books. Also, that 

December, Clark’s No. 2 Protective in grey was replaced with new improved Protective No. 2 

in red, and their anti-fouling in red-brown was replaced with new improved anti-fouling in 

red. The existing Clarks No. 1 protective in continued in use. This change of colour is 

reflected in the subsequent Rate Books.  

World War 2: 

In January 1940 an order concerning the preservation of propellor shafting discontinued the 

previous red lead treatment and replaced it with two coats of protective followed by one of 

anti-fouling composition the same as that applied to the hull.  A subsequent order of August 

1942 revealed that this method had not been successful and a number of cases of severe 

corrosion had been reported. The 1940 order was cancelled and henceforth the treatment 

was to be 2 coats of Detel DMU followed by 2 coats Detel Red AC followed by 1 coat of anti-

fouling the same make as applied to the hull. If no Detel was available abroad then 2 coats 

of red lead were to be applied, followed by protective and anti-fouling compositions. 

In September 1940 a relatively involved order made a number of significant changes: 

a. It approved the use of non-mercurial anti-fouling paints of the International Paint 

Co. and Red Hand Co. on sloops, corvettes, trawlers, armed merchant cruisers, Royal 

Fleet Auxiliaries, minesweepers, tugs etc  currently coated with those companies’ 

Admiralty quality anti-fouling composition. Future allocations to these companies for 

these classes of ship would specify non-mercurial composition. The colour of 

International’s non-mercurial is revealed as red in a subsequent paragraph that 

stated that Admiralty quality grey anti-fouling AF by International would accepted in 

lieu of the red non-mercurial until the existing small stock was exhausted.  

b. Cruisers, destroyers, and submarines presently coated with International’s 

Admiralty quality anti-fouling were to be recoated when necessary with improved 

black mercurial anti-fouling by the same company for time being pending further 

experience with non-mercurial. 

c. For capital ships, cruisers, submarines and destroyers coated with Red Hand’s anti-

fouling, the latest Red Hand Admiralty quality anti-fouling  containing mercury was 

still to be used. 

d. Merchantile quality anti-fouling by the British Anti Fouling Co., which had reduced 

mercury content, was to be used in lieu of Admiralty quality anti-fouling supplied by 

this firm on sloops, corvettes, trawlers, armed merchant cruisers, Royal Fleet 
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Auxiliaries, minesweepers, tugs etc  then coated with British’s compositions or on 

ships which might be allocated to British in future. 

I am aware that later in 1940 and early in 1941 there followed a number of further Fleet 

Orders concerning bottom compositions, some concerning their allocations, and these are a 

high priority for a future research.  

An October 1942 order stated that future supplies of protective and anti-fouling 

compositions manufactured by the Vivian Co. would be red instead of grey. In November 

the use of British’s anti-fouling was discontinued on MTBs. A cheaper composition was to be 

used instead.  Another order at that time instructed that copper paint was to be used in lieu 

of copper sheathing on the bottoms of 72 ft HDMLs.  

Immediately after World War 2: 

I am aware of three 1948 Fleet Orders at least one of which probably concerns the official 

introduction of the new ADMAR protective composition. Again these are a priority for future 

research. 

The colour of a ship’s bottom 

The apparent colour of a ships bottom would have been determined by the colour of the 

final, outermost coating applied - the anti-fouling composition. It seems certain that 

different colours of anti-fouling existed and were used on Royal Navy ships during the 

period 1914-1950. The colours of the anti-fouling compositions authorised for supply to the 

Royal Navy at various dates 1914-1950 as referred to in the Fleet Orders and Rate Books so 

far consulted were red, red-brown (until 1936) , brown, grey, green and black (both flat/dull 

and glossy). Builder’s and other contemporary models in various UK museum collections 

from the period feature the use of reds, red-browns, browns, greys, greens and black. The 

work of contemporary artists in World Wars 1 and 2 also shows various colours, but in some 

cases it is worth considering whether the picture in question, particularly if by an artist 

relatively old at the time, is likely to have been done from life or imagined from the relative 

comfort of a studio.  There seems to be very little authentic contemporary colour 

photography but what there is shows more than just red bottoms in use.  

The use of red anti-fouling on a ships bottom appears likely to have become increasingly 

common over time. Two of the authorised suppliers of the Admiralty standard antifouling 

switched the colour of their product from grey to red in the late 1930’s and a further one 

did so in 1942. Further as yet undiscovered changes might have occurred during World War 

2. The early war switch to the use of red non-mercurial anti-fouling and to merchantile 

quality antifouling which was overwhelmingly supplied in red, on escorts and certain other 

lesser vessels would have meant that red would have become increasingly prevalent as the 

war wore on and such craft became increasingly numerous.  

I have happened upon a handful of Fleet Orders for a particular ship allocating a specific 

manufacturer’s compositions. In May 1940 HMS Orchis was ordered to be coated with Red 

Hand’s (presumably red) bottom composition and with Peacock and Buchan’s boot-topping 

(black), six months before boot-topping was discontinued on corvettes; in March 1942 ORP 
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Garland was ordered to Clark’s bottom and boot-topping compositions (presumably both 

merchantile and so red since there was no authorized Clark’s Admiralty quality boot-

topping); in July 1942 HMS Roxburgh was ordered to  MacArthurs (again presumably 

merchantile) bottom composition (so red or brown) and boot-topping (so red). It is unclear 

how many such individual ship Fleet Orders were issued. A systematic search for more 

amongst the tens of thousands of orders promulgated during the course of the war would 

be a time-consuming enterprise.  

When a Royal Navy ship was dry-docked a detailed inspection was carried out on the state 

of her hull and of the previously applied bottom coatings. These observations, along with 

details of the make and colour of the previous and newly applied protective and antifouling 

compositions, were recorded in a docking form D.495. These forms were then kept in the 

Ships’s Book. The only way to be sure which make and colour of anti-fouling was applied to 

any particular ship at any a particular time is therefore to consult these forms. Sadly very 

few Ship’s Books survive but those that do are held in the ADM 136 Series at The National 

Archives, Kew. There might possibly also be information to be found in Ships’ Covers or the 

ADM 168 Series (Contracts and Purchase Department: Shipbuilding specifications (Hull and 

Machinery)), both held at The National Maritime Museum, Greenwich. The only D.495’s 

consulted so far relate to HMS Hood and are available to view on pages 36 and 37 of her 

thread at the Modelwarships.com forum: The Ship Model Forum • View topic - Calling all 

HMS "Mighty" Hood fans (shipmodels.info). For the years featured they show that Peacock 

& Buchan’s composition was used and that where recorded the colour was grey. 

It is possible that it was the practice to use one particular manufacturer’s product 

throughout the life of a ship like HMS Hood, wherever her bottom was treated. This would 

have made sense as some of the different manufacturers’ products would not have been 

compatible chemically. However a wider sample of ships’ D.495 forms need to be consulted 

before this practice can be confirmed as potentially widespread. 

Although colours are listed in the Rate Books, it is unclear precisely what shade of each 

colour each of these manufacturers’ products was. Builder’s models and art show different 

greys and greens. Judging by various World War 2 era builders’ models, it seems likely that 

some compositions listed in the Rate Books as red actually tended towards a brownish red. 

War artists’ representations of red during the World War 2 era also vary. Further research 

might in time reveal examples of contemporary manufacturers’ illustrated catalogues.  

There seems no particular reason for any particular shade of grey to have been used by the 

manufacturers, although  chemical ingredients of the composition may have played a part. 

However, the tone of grey seen on the builder’s model of HMS Abdiel in the National 

Maritime Museum collection https://collections.rmg.co.uk/collectio ... 65979.html might 

possibly be a guide to the tone of Peacock and Buchan’s grey. She was built at Cowes just 

across the Solent from Southampton (where Peacock & Buchan’s factory was). I have a 

suspicion that shipbuilders would tend to source things from a relatively local supply 

network where possible. From the photographs the grey of the bottom of the model 

appears similar to BS381c No. 32 Dark Battleship grey (1941 measured RF 12.1%, 2020 RF 

15%) but a physical comparison is needed. 

http://www.shipmodels.info/mws_forum/viewtopic.php?f=47&t=4702&start=700
http://www.shipmodels.info/mws_forum/viewtopic.php?f=47&t=4702&start=700
https://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/65979.html
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From 1948 onwards the colours available for the bottoms of Royal Navy ships in commission 

would in theory have become restricted to the red and black of the new Pocoptic anti-

fouling composition (trialled from late 1945). However the contemporary Rate Book 

continued to list as authorised the previous civilian compositions until at least 1950/51. It is 

possible that these continued to be used for a while post-war on old construction or on 

ships scheduled for imminent de-commissioning and scrapping. Likewise, if the above the 

waterline practice of using up stocks of older paints on ships of the Reserve Fleet also 

applied below the waterline, some of the older anti-fouling colours might have lingered on 

for a few years yet on warships laid up in the muddy upper reaches of various UK rivers and 

inlets. 

BOOT-TOPPING 

The waterline was the most abused area of a ship’s hull. It was neither totally submerged 

nor totally out of the water. It was continually subjected to alternating wetting and drying. It 

was subject to continual water friction and physical damage. The normal practice was to 

carry the two protective bottom paints up over the boot-topping area and then to apply a 

top coat of a special “stiff” boot-topping anti-fouling composition right around the hull in a 

band in the waterline area.  

Chronological summary of Fleet Orders relation to boot-topping 

World War 1: 

Perhaps as part of a toning down of the appearance our warships, a Fleet Order was issued 

in September 1914 discontinuing the supply of boot-topping composition to HM ships 

during the war. This was countermanded a month later by an order which also 

acknowledged and sanctioned the practice of over-painting of the boot-topping 

composition down to the waterline with upper hull camouflage paint.  In July 1915 boot-

topping was ordered replaced by grey anti-fouling composition with a preference for 

Moravia (see authorised suppliers below). This was to be applied over a double coat of 

protective.  

Interwar: 

In August 1923 it was decided to adopt black boot-topping compositions for ships on the 

Home and Mediterranean Stations but to have the option of reverting to grey in time of 

war. Doubtless to remove ambiguity as far as ships on certain other overseas stations were 

concerned, a subsequent order in July 1924 confirmed grey boot-topping was to continue 

on white-hulled ships. (I have sometimes found that interwar Admiralty Fleet Orders re the 

painting of upperworks followed (rather than preceded) the introduction of some practice. 

The relevant background file of the Admiralty desk officer in Whitehall often reveals that a 

sort of bureaucratic tidying up exercise was being conducted, giving whatever change it was 

the formal seal of approval of Their Lordships. Such orders also had the effect of telling 

everyone else in the Fleet what some particular overseas station had done. These orders 

should perhaps be read in a similar light.) 
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 A February 1925 order reminded officers that only stiff boot-topping compositions as 

“allowed” were to be used when touching up boot-topping between dockings, not any other 

paint or composition. A May 1936 order announced that Peacock & Buchan’s protective 

boot-topping was now being supplied in slate instead of lilac as previously, and their anti-

fouling boot-topping now being supplied in black and glossy black (and this is reflected in 

subsequent Rate Books).  

In December 1936 black boot-topping was ordered to be used in future on the waterline 

area of ships’ hulls on all stations. (I strongly suspect that this was a tidying up exercise as 

interwar photographs suggest, and coloured contemporary artwork shows, black boot-

topping in use on overseas stations well before this time.) 

World War 2: 

In December 1941 boot-topping composition on minesweepers, corvettes, boom vessels, 

trawlers, gunboats, water vessels, salvage vessels, tank assault vessels, tugs and similar was 

discontinued. Bottom protective and AF compositions were to be taken up to the previous 

upper boot-topping line. 

With the advent of various official camouflage schemes during the course of 1941, the over-

painting of the boot-topping area with upper hull paints became a practice again. In due 

course it became the recommended policy, particularly for the Light Admiralty and Western 

Approaches type schemes.  

The competing priorities of camouflage and antifouling at the boot-topping area are 

reflected in the changing detailed instructions issued. A December 1941 order recognised 

that overpainting of the anti-fouling would render it ineffective and that the special 

camouflage paints of the time (ie of the MS&B series) were unlikely to adhere to the anti-

fouling composition. The anti-fouling was therefore to be omitted if painting camouflage 

down to the light waterline and the camouflage paint applied over two layers of protective 

paint. This recommendation was repeated in April and June 1942 orders.   

In May 1943 this guidance was modified to exclude cruisers and larger ships painted for 

concealment as boot-topping would not be visible at the longer ranges at which such ships 

could potentially be concealed. But in ships painted primarily for confusion of inclination the 

recommendation that the camouflage pattern should be carried over the boot-topping was 

maintained as the continuous line of the latter would tend to defeat the purpose of the 

design.  

When the Standard Schemes were introduced in October 1944 the initial blanket guidance 

was that the camouflage paint should be carried down over the boot-topping to below the 

level of the full buoyancy waterline. In March 1945 this changed to omit doing so in 

schemes A, B and K. 

Immediately after World War 2: 

The early 1946 Fleet Order restoring peacetime practices for the painting of ships would 

have had the effect eliminating the overpainting of boot-topping wherever it still remained.    
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The colour of the boot-topping area  

Peacock and Buchan’s appears to have been the only authorised supplier of Admiralty 

quality boot-topping composition to the Royal Navy until after World War 2, but during that 

war the use of merchantile quality was authorized on certain classes of smaller ship. 

Recognising that further research is needed for the World War 1 era, the potential (anti-

fouling/top-coat) colours of a ship’s boot-topping if applied would therefore appear to have 

been grey and black until September 1936; then black only until late 1940 when merchantile 

quality was authorised meaning that red would then also have been possible on those lesser 

ships so coated (see Summary of Fleet Orders; for colours see the Rate Book list of 

authorised suppliers).   

On the various types of vessel where boot-topping composition was not applied and the 

anti-fouling coating of the lower hull was taken up to the level of the deep waterline, the 

varied potential colours of that anti-fouling would have showed at the waterline boot-

topping area. Contemporary builders’ models and authentic colour photography show 

examples of this.   

CONCLUSION  

Although further research is needed to fill in some known chronological gaps, the official 

records so far consulted reveal that it is likely that there was a more diverse range of colours 

on Royal Navy ships’ lower hull areas 1914-1950 than perhaps hitherto generally assumed. 

As ever in Royal Navy paint matters from that era, it is possible that detailed study of 

photographs of individual ships at particular points in time will reveal divergences from 

what was then officially laid down. But it probably makes sense to assume official policy was 

generally followed and that divergences were the exceptions, and for which proof positive 

needs to be found, rather than assume the other way around.  

In due course I hope to update this paper in the light of further archival research and other 

contributions from wherever they may come.   

Sources 
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3056/36, AFO 3126/36, AFO 224/40, AFO 3397/40, AFO 2180/41, AFO 5421/41, CAFO 

2515/41, AFO 679/42, AFO 920/42, CAFO 679/42, CAFO 1112/42, AFO 3145/42, AFO 

4034/42, AFO 5323/42, AFO 5562/42, AFO 5563/42, AFO 2106/43, CAFO 2269/44, CAFO 

558/45, CAFO 1575/45, AFO 1887/46 

Confidential Books: CB3098R/43, CB 3098R/45  

Rate Book of Naval Stores:  

1937/38 Edition, 1940/41 Edition, 1947 Edition (as amended to 1950/51) 

Journals of the Royal Navy Scientific Service: ADM 206 
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Appendix  

RATE BOOK 1937/8 EDITION 

SHIPS’ BOTTOM COMPOSITIONS 

COMPOSITIONS, ADMIRALTY QUALTY 

MACARTHURS 

Protective, Grey No.1 

Protective, Grey No.2 

Protective, Black No.1 

Protective, Black No. 2 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Black 

ALGICIDE 

Protective, Red 

Protective, Grey      

Anti-fouling, Red 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Black 

TORPEDO (BRITISH ANTIFOULING Co.) 

Protective, Grey 

Protective, Brown 

Anti-fouling, Red 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Black 

CLARK’S 

Protective, Red No.1 

Protective, Red No.2 

Anti-fouling, Red 

Anti-fouling, Black 
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CLOVER’S 

Protective, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

MORAVIA 

 -   Protective, Grey added in 1940/41 edition 

Protective, Red 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Black 

RED HAND 

Protective, Grey No.1   AFO 2185/36 change to red not noted 

Protective, Grey No.2  AFO 2185/36 change to red not noted 

Protective, Black No.1  AFO 2185/36 change to red not noted 

Protective, Black No. 2 AFO 2185/36 change to red not noted 

Anti-fouling, Grey  AFO 2185/36 change to red not noted 

Anti-fouling, Black  AFO 2185/36 change to red not noted 

GREYHOUND (SHIPOWNERS’) 

Protective, No. 1, Grey 

Anti-fouling, No. 3, Grey 

VIVIAN’S 

Protective, Grey  AFO 5323 /42 change to red  

Anti-fouling, Grey  AFO 5323 /42 change to red 

Anti-fouling, Black  AFO 5323 /42 change to red 

PEACOCK & BUCHAN’S  

SPIRIT COMPOSITION 

A.1. Protectives No. 1 Black and No.2 Slate 

A.1. Anti-fouling, Grey 

A.1. Anti-fouling, Black, flat or gloss surface 
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PEACOCK & BUCHAN’S 

OIL COMPOSITIONS 

Mixed for Dry Dock use: 

Boot-topping, Protective, Slate 

Boot-topping, Anti-fouling, Black 

Boot-topping, anti-fouling, glossy Black, 5 gal 

Mixed for ships’ stores: 

Boot-topping, anti-fouling, glossy black, 1 gal  

ZOCUS  

Protective, Grey, No.1 

Anti-fouling, Grey, No. 2 

INTERNATIONAL Newcastle/Gateshead 

Protective, Grey No.1 

Protective, Grey No.1A 

Priming, Brown Grey 

Priming, Dark Brown 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Dull Black 

TOCSIN (SANDERS & Co.) 

Protective, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Black 

TUGOTS (KIRKCALDY) 

Protective, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Green 

UNION 

Protective, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Grey 
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WEBSTERS 

Protective, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

EMPIRE ENAMEL (WILSON) 

Protective, Grey 

Anti-fouling, Grey 

 

COMPOSTIONS, MERCHANTILE QUALITY 

MACARTHURS 

Protective, Red or Brown, Nos. 1 or 2          

Anti-fouling, Red or Brown          

Boot-topping, Red           

TORPEDO (BRITISH ANTIFOULING Co.) 

Protective, Red or Brown 

Anti-fouling, Red 

Boot-topping, Red 

CLARK’S 

Protective, Red or Brown 

Anti-fouling, Red 

Boot-topping, Red 

INTERNATIONAL 

Protective, Red or Brown 

Anti-fouling, Red 

Boot-topping, Red 

PEACOCK’S 

Protective, Red or Brown, Nos. 1 and 2, Spirit 

Anti-fouling, Red, Spirit 

Boot-topping, Protective, Red, Oil 

Boot-topping, Anti-fouling, Red, Oil 
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RED HAND 

Protective, Red or Brown 

Anti-fouling, Red 

Boot-topping, Red 

GREYHOUND (SHIPOWNERS’) 

Protective, Red or Brown 

Anti-fouling, Red, 3 S for all waters 

…………………………  S3S for North Atlantic and similar waters                        

Boot-topping, Red 

 

RATE BOOK 1947 EDITION (AS AMENDED TO 1950/51) 

(In addition:) 

COMPOSITIONS FOR SHIPS’ BOTTOMS  

Compositions, Admar, Protective, No. 173 Red 

Compositions, Admar, Protective, No. 173 Brown 

Compositions, Admar, Protective, No. 173 Black 

Compositions, Pocoptic, Antifouling, Red 

Compositions, Pocoptic, Antifouling, Black 

 


